Foreman - Refactor #28938
add id to menu top level items
02/05/2020 02:40 PM - Tomer Brisker

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Category: JavaScript stack
Target version: 
Difficulty: 
Triaged: No
Bugzilla link: 
Pull request: 
Fixed in Releases: 
Found in Releases: 

Description
we have ids for the links, but not for the top level drop downs. adding them would make automation easier.

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #26052: Vertical navigation missing IDs

History
#1 - 02/05/2020 02:41 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Related to Bug #26052: Vertical navigation missing IDs added

#2 - 02/05/2020 03:24 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Category changed from Tests to JavaScript stack

Looks like this needs change in PF code to be possible to implement: